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About McPin

• We are a mental health research charity 
working since 2013 to champions expertise 
from experience in all aspects of research

• Our work programme includes:

• Influencing activities – policy and campaign 
work

• Research and evaluation commissions 

• Patient and public involvement in research



Our mission 



Personal perspective
• PhD in Health Geography – inspired by 

lecturers on drift and causation hypothesis to 
explain prevalence ‘mental illness’ in cities

• 25 years in voluntary sector as a ‘researcher’: 
social focus to re-balance medicalisation of 
distress is an on going ‘battle’

• The individual and the collective – balancing 
these tensions in life and in work
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Important point – language

• What’s in a term – quite a lot!

• Mental health

• Mental health … difficulties, problems, issues

• Mental … illness, disorders, distress 

• Wellbeing



Impacts … space for connecting people 



People, places, activities 



Impacts .. Shaping spaces

Source: https://planh.ca/news/proof-planning-updated-toolkit-draws-links-
between-health-and-built-environment



Community identity



Impacts … shaping responses



But, community is being starved of its 
capacity to support … 
“My local drop in centre for people with mental 
health problems was closed due to government 
cuts. People could get cheap meals there and 
socially interact with others. The staff were great at 
supporting the needs of users and helping them 
with their problems. If the agencies that assist 
people with fighting for their rights to wellbeing, 
housing and claiming benefits cease to exist the 
neediest people are left vulnerable and are more 
likely to end up back in hospital”.



Thank you!
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